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Thank You!  
 

Thank you to the Little Tribe Children’s Foundation for your 

support to the Art Therapy Program at UCSF Benioff Children’s 

Hospital.  

 

Private support from donors like you plays a vital role in 

sustaining the extraordinary care we provide infants, children, 

and families. We are grateful for your partnership in improving 

health care for children. 

 

On the following pages of this report, you will learn how we 

put your dollars to work and the difference your generosity has 

made to our young patients and their families. 

 

“Sometimes when I make art, I can forget where I am and just 

get lost. It helps me not to think too much about when I am 

going home and when I am going to get better.”  - Patient A., 13 

years old 
  
  

 



Art Therapy  
 

The Art Therapy Program at UCSF Benioff Children’s Hospital 

offers daily, individual art therapy sessions, as well as weekly 

art groups. These services are available to patients, siblings, 

and family. The resident art therapist promotes the use of 

creative tools for self-expression with the goal of enhancing a 

patient and/or family’s coping during hospitalization. The 

creative process helps hospitalized children, teens, and families 

to better manage stress, work through traumatic experiences, 

voice unexpressed thoughts and emotions, and enjoy the 

pleasures of creativity.    

 

In addition to direct sessions with the art therapist, the Art 

Therapy Program organizes annual activities to promote and 

celebrate the joys of art with the greater UCSF community. 

These offerings include rotating art gallery exhibits, visiting 

artists’ workshops, the 100 Journals Performance and more. 
 



Your Gift At Work  
 

May 14, 2013 – The launch of the children’s hospital’s newest 

art gallery on 7 Moffitt could not have had a better start than 

through the photography work of patient artist, Kyle Holland. 

Kyle’s photography of California’s Eastern Sierra landscape 

added some much needed beauty and tranquility to the 

sometimes hectic halls of the pediatric hospital. Kyle describes 

his artwork as an essential distraction from life's challenges and 

the city's often confining reality, especially since his recent 

diagnosis of a rare autoimmune disease and systemic 

chemotherapy treatment.  

 
 

Patient artist, Kyle Holland, discusses his 
photography during his opening reception. 

 



Your Gift At Work  
 

100 Journals Performance – May 16 & 17, 2013 – This year’s 

performance, Fear Circling Hope reunited UCSF Benioff 

Children’s Hospital with students from Seattle’s Northwest 

School, and the result was another powerful and moving 

interpretation of the experiences of hospitalized teens. The 

student actors performed their play for a range of audiences, 

including UCSF’s pediatric residents, teen patients and siblings, 

local San Francisco high school, Galileo High, and the general 

public. Fear Circling Hope compassionately addressed a variety 

of relevant issues to the hospitalized teen’s experience 

including codes, anorexia, hope, faith, grief and death. The 100 

Journals Project and Performance live on as journals continue 

to circulate throughout the children’s hospital from teen to 

teen. 

 



Your Gift At Work  
Statistics  

 

The information below shares the number of interactions our 

art therapist had with patients and their families in the month 

of May, largely due to Little Tribe Children’s Foundation’s gift. 

 

All Patient/Sibling Interactions: 68  

Non School Eligible: 17 

School Aged Interactions: 51 

 



Making a Difference  

Patient J.  – The hospital has become a familiar setting for 8-

year-old J., but certainly not an easy experience. J’s last 

admission extended beyond anticipated. During this time, J. 

had to access all of his tools for coping with his medical issues 

and treatments, as well as with passing the time. It was during 

this admission that J. found his voice and outlet through art. J. 

attended art group every week and engaged in art making at 

bedside. His room became a gallery of creativity that allowed 

doctors and nurses to catch a glimpse into the inner world of J. 

and to connect with him on a human level. Art offered J. a 

sense of control and a boost in self-confidence while allowing 

him to cast off the identity of a hospitalized child and assume 

the role of a budding artist. 

 

 

Patient J. proudly showcases his 
art creation on display in the 

Child Life Art Gallery. 



Making a Difference  

Patient H.  – H. is a fun-loving 7-year-old who enjoys art, music, 

dancing and Justin Bieber. While at the hospital, H. participates 

in a variety of Child Life activities to help pass the time and 

distract from a multitude of treatments. During this past 

admission, H. discovered a new interest during Art Group – 

sculpture creation. The success in planning a design, following 

directions, and executing the art process provided H. with a 

tremendous sense of pride and self-confidence. After 

completion of her mountain sculpture, H. paraded down to the 

nurses’ station to show off her creation, which was received 

with cheers and admiration. H. already has plans for a new 

sculpture during her next admission – Justin Bieber. 

 

Patient H. shares her mountain 
sculpture with nurses on her unit and 
tops it off with a flag bearing her 
name. 

 



What’s Next?  
Summer Art in the School Room –The art therapist will 

facilitate art in the Marie Wattis School Program during 

summer school. Each session will have a structured 

lesson/theme to inform, instruct, and engage participants in 

the creative process of art.  

Visiting Artist Workshops –The Art Therapy Program will 

continue inviting local Bay Area artists to expose patients and 

siblings to greater range of art expertise. The goal for this 

upcoming year will be to host one visiting artist workshop per 

month.  

CCTV Creative Arts – UCSF Benioff Children’s Hospital’s closed-

circuit television (CCTV) features a channel known as 

“Creativity TV,” which highlights creative arts within the 

hospital setting. In this coming year, the Art Therapy Program 

plans to generate new content for Creativity TV.  

 



Contact  

For more information, please contact:  

 
Marlene Penny  

Director of Annual and Special Giving  

UCSF Benioff Children’s Hospital  

Tel: (415) 476-6341 

E-mail: MPenny@support.ucsf.edu  

 

 

mailto:MPenny@support.ucsf.edu
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